



























Lows in the 30s 
all  
Faculty
 airs gripes 
over
 pay issue 
By Jacquie McCrossin 
Spartan Daily
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 of the 
union  appears 
to
 be that the 
senior faculty'
 benefit and 
to hell with the
 junior t.0 
tat-
ty," said
 Jon Roth of 
the  history 





 is junior 




with a heavy 
workload  :nut 




"The union is 
not seen by the
 junior f acidic
 as an 
advocate.  If the 
junior faculty'




 they will 
cote




here is that 
their is a 
real  gap 
between
 union leadership 
:mt1 the llama ta, tilts,"
 said 
Kathleen  






Densmore  said she len 
.1 s% stem where  
there
 was no «du...notes% and
 amt. to SIM.' after 
kat 






 are leasing like you 
wouldn't 
behest..  a using to 












 CFA pi esidc.nt, 
said,  "I under-
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"Last time, I 
made  a pledge 
that
 junior faculty 
would ht. 
imolved  in the 
bargaining pro(
 es'.,"  Jones 
said. limes


















member. "We are not divided." He said faculty have 
been defeated by  politics, not 
the  union. You are 
underpaid, not by 11 percent or 17 percent, but close 
to 80 percent or more at some levels with the compar-
ison universities." 
Wednesday's meeting was a strategy session in 
preparation
 for the annual reopener bargaining for 
faculty compensation scheduled for February 1997. 
The state -level CFA negotiates all CSU faculty  employ-
ment cram acts with the California State University. Of 
particular concern to CFA were the 1996-97 faculty 
raises, which failed to lessen an income gap between
 
CSU faculty, university presidents and system execu-
tives (who ret
 










 were mainly junior -faculty issues. includ-
ing the high cost of living in the Bay Area and 
inequity of the new PSS1s (Performance Salary 
Step 
Int leases); but 
adverse  working conditions and insti-
tutional racism at SIMI were also addressed. 
Jones promised "Xi MUCh 
!Mettle  as we Call bring to 
beat this 
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routine of the 




the gold medal in the 
1996 Olympic games 
in Synchronized swimming and now coaches the next generation of competi-
tors. She retired from swimming after the 1996 Olympics to concentrate on 
attending SJSU. She 
still assists in coaching the 
team
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 didn't even know
 eat  
hi 
other 1111111 vo started planning 
this." 
Entet  Liniment 




with  singing, folk dam 
ing  and 
piano  playing 
Vellidirrti  rep` ett111 till
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66
 
The attitude of the union appears 
to 
be that the senior faculty 
benefit
 and 











 in February. 
"Equally 
effective
 is to let it be 
known  to your presi-
dent 
(Robert Caret) that this 
place  is becoming more 
difficult to manage," he said. 
Jo %%Watch, 
president  of the SJSU 
CFA chapter, 
announced 
the final meeting 
of
 the semester would
 
be 
Friday,  Dec. 18, and 










By Sona Sharma 
Spartan  IWIly 
Surf
 Writer 
With  an aggressive rut [lilting 
itit
 lllll ilIlle111 
SlSl
 
Prelii(11.111 12.11111VII Celfel said the 
student  ptiptilation 
will grow to 28,000 into the next millennium, at a 
IleWS conference Wednesday. 
"In the fall af lei next (Fall '9(4),  wt. will 
start
 to 
glow by anywhere [trim 1,500 
to 2,0011 students 
over the next dec ade," C.aret said.
 
Caret 
said  this fall, 1,1N)0111111fe 5110(111S applied 
Ii ur 
admission  than last year. And student enroll-
ment this semester is the biggest 
it has been in live 
years. 
Enrollment has been de( lining at NISI
 
ever 
 e the late '841% when the student plipulatitin was 
arcnind 
30,01X). 
Caret said certain der isions were math. by the 
university,














door  (in etutill. 
mem,"
 Caret said. "Instead cif I  ging in roughlv 
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have never t 
tally 
Illeltle tip lot it." 
"Wt. Sled/di/AA CIII011111t111 a year LetIel thrill We 
thought we mild. That's ma an easy thing to
 ulti,"
 
While talking about preparing the university
 to 
enter the '21st century, If 
:met said "at ademit pro-
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Ix.  phased in 
over three 
to
 lise years. 
"My
 expo 
Luton  is that 




































 sixth annual 
thon.  
11,, -wilt  
will 
be
 held in the 
Spartan 
Its










 esent whir ii is 





 by the Human 
P(11(4111,1114
 e Departnient. 'Due event's 
(again/et  Cat ol Sullivan said its twin i goals 
ale (Illocution and Mut ation. 
Sullis an said she 









important e of exert use, She said 
she 





 a health and fitne.ss 
awareness," 
The two-hour event
 will showc ase sever-
al well-known Bay Area instructors. Each 
instructor  will lead a 15 minute aerobics 
claw. Sullivan said that each instructor will 
bring a unique style and




dance troupes, the 
Sizzling 
Seniors  and Phase II, are 
sched-
uled  to perform during an 
intermission  
 hvay th  gh the event. 
lite mew 
has 
glom)  steadily It 
mit
 its 





the event  will go to 
the 
purchase  of new exert 
ise equipment 
for
 the Human 
Perforinam e 
Department.  Sullivan 
stressed  its impor-
tance as a fund raiser
 is secondary to the 





 is to bring students
 together 
to
 exercise, relieve stress, 
and  have fun," 
Sullivan  said. Sullivan 
said  there will be a 
raffle and refreshments 





















All of us get lost 
in pursuit of 
love
 
Relation Trips: Part 4 




by the old gray 
counter 
waiting
 to hell) the 
next customer at Crazy 
Slut is, 
a little girl with big 
choco-




 in the store
 
and suddenly began tugging on 
my kg. Her eyes looking up at me 
with a fear, revealing a sense of 
loneliness and confusion. 
"Mister, mister ..." she said step-
ping back. "Please help me. I lost 
my grandma ... I lost my grand-
ma! She was here with Me and ..." 
I stood there stunned, my heart 
going out to this little child who 
looked so uric  
fortable 
and  lost. 
What
 «mild 1(1(1 to help? 




will all be 
OK." 
"But, 1 lost my grantlIlla ... 01111-
hoo0h," she said as SIM began to 
cry. At this point 
I was just think-
ing. Monte 
don't cry or / 




 cry, I Kt anise we'll find 
your grandma. NO PROBLEM," I 
said. I'll call A policeman  and he 
will find her, he helps boys 
and 
girls find lost relatives all the 
time."
 
Sure enough. this 
tulle little girl 





waited for the set luny unit et. It 
was as if die plomise that I made 
was 'cassia mg 










 her find iler 11 /11 
grandma.  
And, when the set
 in its of lit et 
showed tip, she
 was leads 
ii 
slut 
looking  to 
find he' missing 
glarldlna. Alter 
She deM !shed bet 
gt andma to the set linty of lit et in 
detail, they went off into the mall. 
I was aware(' at how this hild, 
who moments ago was about to 
inrak
 down and












 besides being the 
most ex( 
Mug thing that 
happened  
to 
:fir all (la% at 
wt
 
ii k malls  all 
untruth 
I 
n emmtled me 
of when 1 
was a kid and was good at 
finding 
ways
 to get lost. Fta a 
kid, getting 
lost m the
 middle of  








thing that I an 
ptissiblv  happen. 
The 
parents ot adults 
with  the 
( hitlrl iii' the (ink
 S1111111% 1/1.1111wIS 
lot a kid,
 and the% know
 that and 
air dependent
 on them 
Rut, what 
does this all 


















































confused about our sexual identi-
ty, lonely, or just 
looking in all the 
wrong places. After a while they 
begin to lose their sense of what 
love means and is, their hope of 
finding someone, the trust that is 
needed to 
build a strong relation-
ship and their own self-worth.
 
They, thus, inevitably feel lost and 
all  alone. 
But what can be done? How 
can  
people
 truly find love? 
Well, 
like the little girl who was 
II/SI, individuals need to find some-
one to guide them and help them. 
For the little girl it was 
the  police 
officer. Site  knew she could trust 
him and that 
he
 would not let her 
down.  
Fla people that someone is 
(t xi. If A (1 )(plc focuses on Inflow-
ing and libeying God 
they can be 
certain 
that they will not 




 impatience, selfishness, 
shouting 
matches and all the 
other things we humans walk 
into. 
By trusting 
Ord  and not grow-
ing weary arid lonely, the individ-
ual is 
more  capable of being him-
self 
to
 herself because they don't 
have to worry about having sex 
and being treated with disrespect. 
The couple can respect each other 
by being friends first, and trust 
that
 if they are made to be
 it
they will eventually find out as 
love MOM 
e1. 
We've all in obably tried finding 
It  Ito our own and ran into 
brick walls. It's not a got id feeling. 
So,
 win, not let ( :od 
guide us? 
By admitting we Are 
perfert 




build that ever lastaig ielationship 
wit hi God and that spy( i al st 
just as the hide
 
girl 
Mo. was lost 
drew t 
maiden(
 e and assmant 
when 1 pionnsed het that the 
1/11111 1dlit 
ri W011111  10111e and 
help,
 so can we draw c imam, in 
dianestis paved the way 
on 
the ( 
101 ins itt 
IlaVe lel& 






that  we ate 
no 
hinge' lost, but found, and that 
like
 the little girl who: mart lied 
on
 
and t hitt lied 
the poll( e oflic 's 
hand,  we too. t an malt h into the 
Cleat  Mall of dm 




 fic ar (jrm's) at out side to 





 is a Spartan Dash 
-.Inmost 
ihis
 is his last rolumn 
{Càmpus Viewpoint  
  Rumor
 gives rapper something









By Cassandra Nash 
As
 most of us know, 
Tupac Shakur passed 
away due to respiratory failure a short 
time after 4 p.m. on 
Friday,  September 
13, 1996, at the University Medical Center in 
Las Vegas. 
As a fan, many of us would like to believe the 
alleged story of Tupac faking his death to fool 
his enemies. Some might believe the serious 
accusation that he is still 
alive, others would like 
to enjoy, 
reflect and take away from his untime-
ly death a positive message that was left in many 
of his songs that are haunting the airwaves of 
many radio stations. 
Does anyone know if Tupac Shakur is really 
dead? Chuck
 D from Public Enemy dropped a 
serious theory and insight on this alleged 
rumor that 
Tupac  is still alive and kicking 
I. 
Tupac  died on Friday the 13th. 
2. Las Vegas is a 
payoff  city, meaning all sorts 
of people have been 
known to be on the take. 
That means doctors, 
lawyers
 and even the 
press. 
3. 
The white Cadillac containing the 
assailants was never found. Vegas is in the mid-
dle of a dessert. 
4. There is a small black 
community  on the 
north side of town. 
This strip is only about eight 




5. The white Cadillac containing the gunmen 
passes an 
entourage
 of Tupac's boys, many of 
them bodyguards, And
 no one gives chase and 
there are no witnesses? 
6. The name of Tupac's all   
is 
"Machiavelli" (spelled differently). He was an 
Italian war strategist who faked his death to fool 
his enemies. Perhaps, Tupac is doing the same 
thing. 











who faked his 




Tupac is doing 
the same 
thing. 
7. The cover of his album has Tupac looking 
like Jesus 
Christ. Could he be planning a resur-
rection? 
K. How come there WAS no helicopter chase? 
If someone 
was to rob 
a casino, the LVPD 
would have chased you down with some heli-




9. Tupac was cremated
 the day after he died. 
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the strip. You have to 
get
 
permission  in 
order  for 
something  
like
























































 Tupac hit? In 
addition  to all this 
there 




Quincy  Jones's 
daughter
 was in the back 
of
 the 
car  and then she
 wasn't, 
14. Tupac has completed two 
movies  and 
three LP s that have yet to be released. Is it 
bound to 
net a whole lot of cash? 
15. Suge Knight and llipac
 are the only two 
music industry people on that high a profile 
with enough guts to pull off a stunt like faking a 
death. 
16. Tupac's video "I 
ain't mad at ya," foretold 
his death. 
17. Tupac always 
wears a bulletproof vest, 
but 
he didn't wear one 
this  time. 
114. The memorial 




were canceled in both 
Los Angeles 
and Atlanta. 
Cassandra  Nash is a 
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square  miles II we writ. 
to put the mime population til the world 
into the state (If lexas tad% their %could be 
213 people pm stymie mile (about the 
area of 








hie  in a squaw mile I 


















 the world 
today!  I 




ith the billion of dollars spent on the 
I `s 
dirt  




states,  "We are mild 
above the mutual world SN'e are part of at 
and dependent 011 the mum 'dons life stip-
pot t system we have been provided with." 
No while
 In Mx leIV It olav is the nurat
 le of 
life 1111111' leveled and defended then in 
the Catholic (:hitic h. I suggest one read 
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these
 
talents  ... 






the% want us' get a sense of the moral guid-










bled. partly as A result of his rich< 
riltumus 




holt( Chin( It for bids artificial 
birth  
( control Ile fails to mention that the 
Chun it dors allow one form of birth con-
trol whic hi has everything to do with rust 
urn ml jar
 
0 clWf'S. A cirri( r whirIn c all at (II-
Allek If At ir piocesses
 
ill a %Vonlell's 
1/11(1%
 is currently on the market in 






to work is that A 
nian and women abstain from sexual
 
intro nurse for 7-9 days A (11011(11. 
Thr real reason why artificial birth con-
trol methods Are t hampioned by men is 
that they require
 ruts 
abstei .. .. from sex-
ual intercourw. Therefore. A women's 
hods catu 
serve
 AS All 01.11rCt whir h is avail-
able at All limes It) (III III a man's desire. 
Ahscuning
 Inusitu
 sexual intercourse for 7-9 
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Christine  Kwdaiwh Heather Louthan 
Mangeyn Shinye Naliashima. Sharon 
Schifeino irohm Wood. Catherine
 Yeh 
Jeffrey Chu. Shantel Scheeler Christine 
Smith. Kalsha-Dyan Taylor 
Kyle Penner. Justine Siecti. Janice Fabells 
Carolyn Gerstman. kandon Heinrichs 
Mitie Kasnar. Sam Devins 




that A mall 11 
eat  a 
woman  as a person,
 and riot as an 
object.  





the rest of 
the 
male
 race. Women 
are 
peo-
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Meeting;  _joint 
potluck  com-










CAIMlialls  Ministry 
*Daily Mass; 12:05 p.m.; John 
XXIII Center (across from 
SJSU
 Theater); call Ginny 938-
1610
 
*Bible study Christmas infan-
cy stories; 4-5 p.m.; John XXIII 
Center (across from SJSU 
Theater); call Fr. Dave 938-
1610 
Celtic Heritage Club 
Meeting (last of the semester); 
8 p.m.; Pacheco Room, 




Meeting; 6 p.m.; Chicano 
Resource Center - 3rd 
floor  of 
Wahlquist






Meeting; 5:30 -6:30 p.m.; 







session;  3-4 























 Musk and Dance 
Concert (Images
 of Dance); 7 






































(last of semester);  1 
p.m.;  pait 209; 
call Rowena 
286-7193 















 jazz vocalist; 
12:30.1:15 
p.m.;  Musk Building 






209  Conference 
Room; 1 p.m.;
 call Rowena 
286-
7193 
World Music Choir 
World Music Choir in concert; 7 
p.m.; SJSU 








6p.m.; SPX C 
room





Key  National Honor 
Society 
Bowling Party;
 All GK mem-
bers invited; 
Admission  free; 
6:30-9:30
 p.m.; Stuendt 
Union 
Bowling




Lab o Guerrero 
& SJSU 
Mariachi








Auditorium; Call 9245306 
Chinese 
Campus  Fellowship 
Farewell;  2:30 p.m. to 5 p.m.; 




L D. S. 
Students Association 
Christmas social Games and
 
snacks, everyone welcome; 
12:30 p.m.; San Jose Institute, 
66 South 7th Street;
 
286-3313.  
SI:nUc'eS School of Music 
and 
Images of Dance Concert; Hal 
Todd Studio Theatre; call 
Mina 
924-5041  
Jewbdt Student Union 
'Retreat to the beach';  4 p.m.; 
call Kinerette 358-3636, ext. 
54. 
Sparta Guide is free! And available 




 three days 
before publication. Forms available 
at D1311 209. FInuies may be edited 




































































































































 in Finance 
who are Dec. '96 
and tune '97 grads 












We will be 
interview-
ing Finance MBAs. 
All other MBAs 
are 
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Sun,




























SEOUL, South Korea (AP)  Officials on a South 
Korean tourist island said
 Wednesday that they have 
reversed plans to let
 two dog slaughterhouses open 
because of the 
negative  public response. 
North Cheju 
County on Cheju Island, 280
 miles 
south  of Seoul, authorized the 
slaughterhouses
 last 
month after a 
court  ruled that dog 
meat
 is "edible 
food."
 But county officials said in a 
statement  today 
that 
they were abandoning the 





whelming negative opinion at home and abroad." 






South Korea, the government officially bans it under 
a law prohibiting the sale of unsightly foods. It is up to 
local 
governments  to decide what is unsightly. 
Proponents  of legalizing dog meat contend the ban 
merely forces 
people  to raise dogs under poor condi-
tions and kill them in inhumane and unhygienic ways. 
Dog meat, served mostly in soups or barbecued, is 
common in South Korea, where many believe it 
heightens male sexual prowess. 
point, 
Windows  and the Windows logo Cr. trademarks of Microsoft 
Corporation  Z.Station *  
Intel
 Inside and the Pentium Processor logos are registered trademarks of Intel Corporation 
Pace  
shown  is
 he  
ZDS cared price Deaelkin
 price may
 be higher or 
lower  than
 the ZDS 
direct 
price..  Ins 
 Complete multimedia computer customired
 for students 
 
Campus I-Station  features: 
 Powerful In, xl. Pentium' procesrom 
 Large raper ily Said drive 





 Plug Play into your I Arnow. network with a Sop speed milder° 
 Desktop Systems include Microsoft' Natural' Keyboard and 
Microsoft 
Mouse 
 Loaded with Mir insult 
software  for study and fun 
 
trio rosrin (four Ito Windows to, with Word. MIA 10,111, 
Elie!. 
PowerPoinl.  Mu town 
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 Notion AntiVous 
and more 
 Hewlett Pacisatd Color 
Deshler
 available 
 Ask  AC-oat Mirmsoft 

















tt3 Prort.41 14**1.1 
Price 
$1699 51999 52299 52499 
with LAN card 
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 Better still, 
using a Mac 
means  
getting
 stuff done 
a whole lot 
faster.  
Which should
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Meedased  Pres 
DALLAS  
Kelly Hrudey made 
35 saves and Marty McSorley 
scored a shorthanded goal in the 
second period as the Sall Jose 




needed to be sharp as 
the Stars outshot
 the Sharks 36-18. 
San Jose also 










 Jose improved to 3-1-0 in its 
last four 
games after an 0-5-1 
stretch in its previous
 six games. 
San Jose built a 2-0 lead at 6:09 
of the second period on 
McSorley's
 first goal of the season, 
a blast from the high slot while the 
Sharks were shorthanded. 
The Stars, who outshot the 
Sharks 28-11 after two periods, 
finally got the puck past Hrudey
 
with 31 seconds left in the second 
period when Joe Nieuwendyk 
deflected Richard Matvichuk's shot 
from the point for his third goal. 
Dallas held a 13-7 shots -on -goal 




a strong effort and 
San Jose got the only goal over the 
first 20 minutes. 
Ex -Star Ulf Dahlen notched his  
fourth goal at 4:44 
while the 
Sharks were on 
the power play, 
stuffing the puck into an open net 
when he caught Dallas goalie Andy 
Moog out of position. 
San Jose 1 1 0  2 
Dallas 0 1 0  1 
First Period-1, San Jose, 
Dahlen  
4 
(Turcotte),  4:44 
(pp).  
Penaltieslafrate,
 SJ (delay of 
game), 
2:29; Verbeek, Dal (goalie 
interference), 4:01;
 Nolan, St dou-
ble minor (high




(roughing),  13:43. 
Second
 Period -2, San 
Jose, 
Mcsorley  1 (Sutter), 
6:09 (sh). 3, 
Dallas, Nieuwendyk
 3 (Matvichuk), 
19:29. 






















































REGULATION  OF 
BUSINESS 
Curious 
about  the 
Telecommunications
 Act of 
1996? EPAs
 efforts to 
curb 















This is the 
















































































































































has  been 
touted  as 
the  best 
method  to 





services  in the
 U.S., and















































































































































































 held a 
50-39 
advantage


















































































































































his  left knee, 
was 
expected 
to come off 







trade  ... Rick 
Adelman coached
 his 100th 
game 
with  the 
Warriors.  












 court, the 
Warriors are 





State  beat Denver 114-
99 Tuesday night to 
put together 
back-to-back wins fur the first time
 
this season but drew an 
announced r row(' of only 12,347 
at the San Jose Arena. The 
Warriors 
are  playing there this
 .sea 







 win over 
Portland aura( ted 
just 12,347 and 
the attendance




 and New 
Jersey  was just 
over 15,000 each. So far, the 
Warriors have had 
only one sellout 
in their 




 to the I,os Angeles [Akers 





 the season 
with 311 straight
 sellouts at the 
()Aland




pie  Smith 
felt
 like he had 






 Mc Dvess and 
he 
did pint that in the
 latest meeting 
between the top two
 put




NBA  dralt. 
Mu Wes,. 
had  27 points, live 
rebounds, three steals
 and three 
ked shots
 ti Denver's  9491 
win 
OVCI  the Warriors 
on Nov. M. 
Smith
 was held to I I points
 and 
had 10 trim lllll




In Tuesday night's rematch, 
McDyess still outscored Smith 21 
to 18 but he managed only four 
points in the first half, when 
Golden State opened a 57-45 lead. 
Smith, with occasional help from 
center Felton Spencer, shut clown 
McDyess in the first two periods to 
give the 
Warriors  a chance to open 
a decisive lead. 
"1 did all right," 
Smith  said. "A 
few  times he 
got the 
ball
 in too 
deep but I tried 
to
 play strong 
defense. 1 wanted to 
make sure it 
was  a different
 result from 
the last 
time we were in Denver." 
Certainly,  
Coach  Rick 
Adelman  




 job on 
(McDyess),"
 Adelman said. 
"He's  
really  a strong 
player. Felton 
played
 him pretty 
good,  too. 1 
think overall we 
did  ag(tod job just 
keeeing him 
away from the 
bas-
ket. 
NI ' MBERS 
GAME: The 
Warriors








cent of their shots from the line.
 
That  kind of 
accuracy
 in the past 
has 
been
 an inch( ator
 f mut ess. 
In the last 10 
years,




winning  records and 







 seven 3-point field 
goal tries in the first half of 
Tuesday night's game against 
Denver was one riff the franchise 
ord of jot- Fiassett, who 
attempted eight against Denver on 
!Art/ 
h 
28. I 9f4 I 
Chris
 Mullin 
was two rebounds away from a 
triple double 'Filesday night. lie 
had 12 points. A season -high II  






 By I. B. NELSON 
, sow,



















































































































takes  part 
in the 
Speedo
 Cup in 




 The team then 
hosts Son 








1:30 p.m. Saturday. 
Hockey  
 This weekend 
the hockey 
club takes 




 at 7:45 p.m. 
Friday
 in 
the  Ice Centre 
against Cal. If the 
Spartans  
win, they will play in the 







(5.0) defeated No. 4 




2. Wake Forest (5-0) did not 
play. 






3. Utah (4,0) beat Southern 
Utah State 60-40. Next vs. No. 
15 Arizona at 
Arrowhead  Pond, 
Saturday. 
4. Qncinnati (2-1) lost to. No. 
1 Kansas 
72-65. Next vs. 
Howard,







Providence  7$-64. 







 (4-1) did not 






Michigan  (34) did not 










vs. No. 6 Kentucky at 




 (20) did not 













G1ET  OF 
LIFE 
U) a Loving Couple longing for a 
child of Oriental





Infertile  couple searching for a 
21-1(1 
year  old woimui
 to he an 
egg  donor. II you 
are healthy, 
































mils can be 
















Moorpark  Ave Suite 
6,
 San Jose, CA 95117










 & asthma  
7.)f-,03q1.-1,)ra
 

















































































































She.   Sail 
tnutrisr






















































































 BY DREW NIELNI
 \ - 
SPE( 1AI to I IIE 
SrkR1AN DAII N 
Dave 
Galyon,




for position In 
front of UOP's net dur-
ing their  
game  last 
month in which SJSU 
won. The Spartans
 will 
face Cal at 
7:45  p.m., 
Friday to open the Gold 
Rush Tournament at the 
Ice Centre. 
Thursday, 
December  5,1996 5 
odwalla
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 her hands in 
quick strong motions 
to steady 
herself ver-
tically  and horizontal-
ly. The sport also 
requires that she 
exerts 
physical ener-
gy with only one 
breath
 of air for a 
long amount of time. 
Rubbing 
her 
eyes  in 
fatigue, Jill 
Sudduth  takes 
a break 
from writing an 





offered a full 
scholarship
 to 




 taking six 






















 being a Gold 
medalist  does





 in her life away 
from swimming. 
Missy gives 




 morning. The 
Sudduth
 family 
takes care of a 
number of pets 
including a horse, 




























said.  "I've nese,  
seen 
someone
 writ k 
is 
















not  a 
day 
that 
goes by that I 
don't think about 
swimming.
 It's





 that it's 
over." 
Sudduth  said she 
fanned -out 
two years 






and  ready to quit. 
"I felt like I was 
getting  old. I felt 
like 




 life," Sudduth 
said.  









about three months just 
to calm down and relax. 
I think it will 
take
 about 















 on another 
team and 




through the Santa 
Clara 
Aquamaids. Sudduth Maser 
told 
















she said winning A 
wild medal did not
 
C hange her 
life. "My life was going to change 









)lympus)  is .just an 
event  in niv 
life, something very special like 
with% married." 
With the Olympus behind her, 
Sudduth is trying to redefine her 
life. She intends to continue going 
to school until she 
graduates.  She 
aims to marry her boyfriend. 
And  
for awhile, she will coach the "next 
generation" of the Santa Clara 
Aquamaids. Sudduth has also con-








her  plans Al I. 
11111«.1 Lien A« oiding to Masei. 
S111(1(111111.1.




 (11.1111.1(1( transition  
going from Olympic athlete to 
avetage lor-Shriu,e. Everything 
that's been done so far in her hie 
was
 laul out 
lot her," Mayer
 said. 





 li strut hare to doing your own 
thing " 
Sudduth,  who is matte, -of at t 
about her lac
 k of definite plans, 
said, "les taken me about three 
months just
 to calm down and 
relax.
 I think it will take abut it a 
year, Or SO 
to
 1111d IT1V14(11 .111(1 
remember who I am" 
Jill
 Sudduth, fore-
ground,  treads 
water while 
she  
gives  the next gen-
eration of synchro-
nized swimmers 










petition.  The A -
team








































































The San Jose 














 Chorus on 
Dec. 
14
 at M p.m. at the 
San Jose 
Center for











 the major 
works and





























oriented show," Skinner said. 
This San Jose Mercury News 
Holiday Concert will 
bring  huh -
day favorites right out
 of your 
mouth, as traditional sing -along 




Chorale  will he 
singing "Fantasia on Christmas 
Carols" by Ralph Vaughan 
Williams, "Somewhere in My 
Memory" by John 
Williams and 
featured in "Home




 Days of 
Christmas"
 written by Craig 
(Murtney.  
The 




 said. "For eath 
of 
the days 
of Christmas, the style 
is different." 
it starts with 
a monastic chant 
and goes through
 all the cen-
turies of Western
 music. It 'Mini( s 
the styles of the 
periods,
 and e IIIIS 
in a stars and stripes 
modern
 shit. 
for  the 12th day." 
Other 
selections  to he per-
formed by the Sanitise 
Symphony include I.eroy 
Anderson's "A Christmas Festival" 
and
 "Sleigh Ride," Frederick 
Delius's "Sleigh Ride," Ken 













 and a suite 
from "The Nutcracker" by 
Tchaikovsky. 
Barry Jekowsky
 will be conduct -
Take a 
stroll  through 
'Christmas 
in
 the Park' 
By Christine 
Ann Bacas 
Speaen Daily Stall Writer 
The 
spirit
 of the holiday season
 
may be enjoyed in the 
traditional 
"Christmas in 
the Park," at Plaza 
de Cesar 
Chavez
 in downtown 
San
 
Jose.  People may take a brisk 




"It is a wonderful holiday tradi-
tion for San Jose residents," said 
Mary Labata, spokeswoman for 
"Christmas in the Park." 
"Christmas in 






ed scenes surrounded by more 
than 200  trees decorated by San 
Jose area community organiza-
tions
 and businesses. 
Labata said residents can look 
forward to a lot of fun 
and many 
smiling  faces. 






Entertainment is featured night-
ly, including area choirs, dancers 
and musical ensembles. Residents 
may enjoy the "Christmas in the 
Park" holiday spirit Dec. 6 
through Jam. I. from
 9:00 am. to 
midnight. The city tree lighting 
ceremony will be held 5:30 p.m., 
Dec. 6. 
In addition to "Christmas
 in the 
Park," people may enjoy the holi-
day season by watching the San 
Jose Holiday Parade on Sunday, 
Dec. 8. The parade, one of the 
largest in Northern California, 
will begin 11 a.m. 
Beginning near the San 
.jose 
Arena on 
Santa  Clara and 
prii
 
(-ceding to Market Street, the 
parade is a two-hour spectacular, 
featuring 25 creative floats, 28 
marching bands, marchers and 
helium balloons. 
One of the 
highlights
 of the 
parade is this 
year's
 Parade Grand 
Marshal, 
Olympic  gymnast Amy 
Chow.
 
The parade will be broadcast
 by 


















opening Itnotage 1 /1 .1 W11.1 k at 
die bottom of  the shai k-iniested 
:Miami(
 to a hunk 
at the swampy 
(loam. 1,1 the Valickit c rash. t he 
Iciat tong Channers "Stu
 
s iii it 




id the miniseries air 
einintled  mote than 11111 l 111.11 M-
ing is still the sales' scia% 
lit II act] 
All tom id 'he 
'mime'  it's' I/111'-
1111111 segments 
air Sunda% begin -
 g at 7 pan. FS]. 
The  individual 
segments
 will be 
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Slonda% thiough 
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 11111CS. 
ANIf  le 11 OM 51.111, 
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images  from 
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bit  too 
late  
for us um get into," I atin 
said.  
NTS11 investigatins inhi The 
g  1 y would 
videotape the next time the 
agent v's "Go 
Team"  was dis-
pat'  heti to the m tine (il at rash.
 11 
so happened die
 next ont. 
invol%ed .1 





let! 111 W.1111 in the pill -
gall iendestrd Hot Ida
 Everglades, 
killing all 110 abotiol. 
"1%.  flew nen the a« 'dent site 
and 








Ilia' ge ( :leg Fetch 
sass in episode 4. "( Cash 
iwris." 
" I lie atiplaitt had S111   
and we saw that 
it was going ill be  
a hell






I' 111.11 1 








mimes.   dung 
'1 low 
ate we going to do 
dm,'"
 
With all the 
highitet It equip-
ment 




lit' flight data 
1 11 1111111 Wel 1. 11111'611 1111'fl 611111 
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W1111 111M 11511111 





 tm he 
dig.
 hi old   whin It ignited on 
taketill, spanking  
.11 114111 IC.11 111111 
111.11 1 .1111.111
 mimi lire that 11111 11111
 
11111111)4h the t 
their.  
1 wt.- thuds id 
all at 'dents are 
the 
itistilt
 utf pilot et titIn I circling 
to ale 
1111111511  lel 
( :ANC III 1)111111 Is 1111' opening
 seg. 
1111111 111 1111 
1111 11
 
t 14511 111 .1 
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 Alict take 
tuff 




 people, nit islit'
 'air man 
',Hunts. were killed 
"Itivoisligaltwi  Ili iiiii 1 that 
.11tH k 
I/11 111511 111111111 
wasn't working," 
1111. 1.111/1 says. "The
 a mann) 












































I.:W.1)4111e .111111.1111 1E4111 1/1-1( 
The ..tibmetged kage is "a 
lasting















and A Piave': awls
 
tided 





 ail t tippled United 
Airlines 
1)C.-111.  
En 'time to 
( :him ago from 
Deuce', 
the plane lost its
 tail 
engine and was foit «I 
to land in 
Sioux City. Iowa.  
1.11ilwlititilitig  
a ball of flames 
















-11111S I/11111 1)11111% 
Mk II W.11 
1 111111111 with 
helping land the 
"I was an ordinals' pilot who 
had an 11111 /1111 11111.11 N (1,1%." IN ale 
Way Ile 11111
 
mm m a telt:1,11,one num-







months  and 




iitjiii WS, bin 11r 11111.1111S el pilot 
today.  
Simi« 's glob. he 11  1, WAS 
"Illt 
1 11111115 1/.111,  
1/111 was pat Hall% 
alleviated
 when  
he













Tni  so glad to 
meet you, 
your!





[WI I was 
SI
 wry 1 «111111111 
S.1%1' !lel 
111151/6111ft 
"(;tal  wanted him,
 let it go," she 
"That was 
a huge leap file 
mt.,"  
Fitt li said, 
"foi
 s   on the
 
to tell me 
it %Wet all light." 
In the end, it nu 
tied  out that a 
fault in the 














"AS 114111 .15 We try




non."Full  ii 
said.  
Vintage 
Clothing  of the 














1630  W. San Carlos 
287-5876 
M -F 11-6 Sat.I
 1-7 Sun.12-6 













 emoothle or 
doffs. drink when 
you buy one  at 
rag ulatorks with






























isdie  &OAK Mk' I 010111 1111 
Of %Ile N.1111111.11 55 11011/111 and 
the 
musk
 dile, it  and toundei 
of the 








 School ol 
Musii , 
Jekowsky 




Philharmonic  in 
19/15. I It. ahe 
COMillalerl  the 
Amu'  it an 
Symphony 
( hi liesua at 4tat 'legit. 
!fall. 
Ticket
 p es range im tun $12 
to 
$35 and are 
available
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111111111es
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Bindles - Fr. 50  
Roots - 
co 
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$eason  Discount Litt 
nig. Ticket Couponsl 
The
 store for great 
Ski and 
Snowboard  (;ear 
at 
killer prices! 
NEW 1997 GEAR 














$89 - $209 












 - $119 
Mens Jackets 
$39 - $212 
Ladies Jackets $29-
 $188 
























































when you hear 
Iha Doggfather,"  by 
Snoop
 
Doggy Dogg, the album definitely 
reasserts his standing in the hip 
hop game. With the ever popular, 
"Snoop's 
Upside  Ya [lead," featur-
ing Charlie Wilson from the Gap 
Band blowing 
up
 the airwaves, 




























his  album and 
theic  is no 
doubt a 
notable  ( flange. Ile is 
bringing rap bar k 
to the roots and 
fundamentals.
 Some of 
his  yaigs 
deal with his 
trying
 film -s in the 
. judir ial system 
ending





get  positive 
rather  than 
just
 mite for 
the 
streets.  
Snoops does a rendition of 
"Vapors,"  featuring 
(
 





no sign of 
Wils4.11
 or Marie's voir es 
or
 the sampling 
of their musi( , 
the  





ii   
the original 




 the second phat 
trait on his album has a funky Gap 
Band n hythrn and, believe
 it or 
not, no 
cuss words and a hype -style 
beat.  
His Piess Release
 tells us though 
Snoop 
has been constantly in the 
news and on the music charts 
suite
 he 
exploded onto the scene 
in 1992, 'Tha Dogglather,I (Death 
Row Re( ords) is just the second 
solo album froni this 24-year old. 
His 
«mlness
 and flyttes.s, that 
funky melodic
 drawl, the realness, 
his playfulness and 
his  smooth-
ness, has already earned him 
int pre«.den ted success. 
His 
"DOCCVSTYLE," (1993) 
was the first rap 
album by a debut-
ing 
solo artist to enter the 
Billboaid pop 




 album was 
also









the violence and 
despair 
of gansta rap 
has always 
been ust a 
par t of ghetto 
life,  not 
the 
whole story. 'Tha 
Doggfather'  
is tin' 
sequel,  one that 
includes 
relationships,  
love,  even 
hope.  
Now a father 
himself  (the album 
title has
 that added meaning),
 
Smaip
 has ai «Tied the responsi-
bility of his (immunity.  
In 



























969  Perk Avenue  
San
 Jose, CA 95126 
4082937660   Fax 
4082937685  






























































tVest  Ulla  2'14 
1182 5 
driving a vehicle involved 
in
 a 
shooting that took place the previ-
ous month. On 
February 20, 1996, 
he was acquitted. He began 
recording "Tha Doggfather" two 
days later. 
His life nearly imitated art such 
as the case with his song, "Murder 
was The Case" from "DOG-
GYSTYLE."
 Its tale of redemption 
and damnation 






 Was The 





"Murder Was The Case: 
The  
Movie"  was named 
video of the 







of the Year. 
Snoop  then 
appeared 
on the double 
platinum,  
No. 1 pop, No. 1 
R8di  "Uogg 
Food"
 (1995), the debut album
 
for his 




Dat  Nigga Daz. 
(who
 
produced  for Tha 
Doggfather),
 Nate Dogg (with 
whom Snoop
 performs on his 




 debut Snoop 
produces).  
Snoop says he didn't dream 
about living in the ghetto his 
whole life and being nothing. 




he's also lookin to the future
 to 
what he 
leaves  behind - from 
helping to arrange a 
gang  truce in 
1994 to financing the building of 
community centers. Snoop wants 
to be remembered for hating the 
seriousness of Malcolm X, the 
peacefulness of Martin Luther 
King iind the 
gracefulness  of 
Marvin
 Gaye. 
Although that is a little far-
fetched even 
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pose  ha. go iimpy tut li- 
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CASTE"  EVERY 
SAT. 
366 S.First St. 
998.3300 
-ROCKY
 SHOWS   
SA  A AT 
MIDNIGHT!
 
ALL !MATS $5.00 
CLUCK  U. 
CHICKEN  








Sun-Tues llam to midnight
 


















(eat  in 
only) 











(eat in only) 
Iclii,. I 111\1  gg.a , 1 
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Amitiated  Prefix 
FILMS 












 Warner Rios. 
"Ransiwn." Buena %ism 
"Itngle 
All  Way," Fox 
IV
 
I "NFl. Mc inday Night 
For 'than: Pittsburgh at 
Alit; 
2 lonllf. 1111111111%1.111C111," Ali(  
3 
-Ioni  




 cii ins lit,  I It iclif to in  
14-.111V M11\111\1' 1.4





In OW song. It 
%sas a 
haul  thing to. do. 'I 
he
 haid-
 St one 
to wilt.- All iii them. 
I 
Whii








!lead  usi 
.111%1,' NIACIN! 
11111.11,.  Ill 


























c ay, molt It lust gt is infilit-ti It's 
ci,. 
ccci, 















4. "Frasier," N 
IR
 
5. "NR(  Sunday 
Night  Movie: 
Iliarassu Park'," NFU; 
ALBUMS
 




2. -The Ihigglather," Snoop 
I higgy 





 Kingdom," No 
Doubt  
(Trauma -Inters( opt.) (Platinum)  
4."The
































Next to the 
lobby  
of Camera
 3 Cinema 


























































hop  artist. 
We lost 











with  vision, 
something  we 
have  far 




2Pac,  the act, 
felt, 
or even 
knew,  he was 
destined  to 
fall
 before he was 
old enough to 
disperse  his 
wisdom  to the 
next 







"Thug  Life" mantra. God 
forbid  
he actually try 
squashing  the East 
Coast-West Coast beef. 
He could-
n't do that, he was too much
 a 
"man" to do 
that.  
Wouldn't you know it. A 




 to the next level  
to finally change his philosophy 
and readjust his 
thoughts  and 





Like Malcolm X, Tupac Shakur 
was on the verge of major change 
 I believe. But, unlike Brother 
Malcolm,  2Pac wasn't ready to 
undergo the soul-searching
 neces-
sary to begin his 
transformation.
 
Don't get me wrong, I never 
expected  2Pac to become a politi-
cal leader,
 leading protest marches 
or 






 get paid 

























































2Pac does his 
best  to 
assume 
every characteristic
 trait of 
what Machiavelli
 sees in a good 
leader.  At varying times 2Pac is 
ruthless, 
slamming  Dr. Dre; unfor-
giving, giving it to Mobh Deep and 
Nas with both barrels; and down-
right 
unforgivable,
 talking about 
getting his money over any hitch-
es. 
Unfortunately, 2Pac doesn't 
allow tor) deep
 an evaluation of his 
real self. Unlike previous albums 
where 2Pac took us into the soh 
and vulnerable underbelly if his 
psyche, in Makayeli he plays hat d, 
being the ruthless leader who an 
show








 but not lot a 
man as 
talented and intelligent
 a.s Topa( . 
2Pac , the artist, comes out with 
a verbal "assault"
 on New York rap-
pers, 
c ontiniiing that 
tiled  
East/West mess. The fir
 st cut, 
"bomb first," is 
exit(  tly what the 
title implies  thr 
bomb.  Despite 
whatever
 1 or 
ativt
 
tric.  else may 
think about his message, 2Pac 
always had i ig iii prodm it ill. 1 11n 
have to wonder 
why,  with all 
of
 the 
smac k lie v,as 
talking abont the 
fist (:oast,  dries 
lie use the 
Naughty N.11111 t 11.1111 
their last album (Nit, I t 
iii 
itinendwi the till tin that 











 lie 1 illis 
Outing!' Olt wen iii gi 
Wing it-uiigt 
tin 
his  lilt Int ling ilnIM 1 
ill NeW \In k 
slini 












 ket's  
lusi Ii 
pink'  
blv cltiesin 111.111. I I lit tild li.ig 
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Author Gary Soto to discuss poetry, culture 
By Yuld Vireclemeyer 
Spartan  Daily Staff 
Sinter
 








 Prim in 1974 
for his
 first !mark of 
poetry,
 
"Elements of San joaq  
." 
Soto
 will be reading
 from his 
writings as 
part
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Presents  to give 
for the 
holidays  
1. Drugs  
For  the party 









 Great for peo-
ple 
you  don't know, whom you 




On the expensive side,
 
always elegant. Some dried 
arrangements keep for years. 
3. 
Homemade
 cooking  
anything,
 as long as it's good. 


































lovely  in 
can-
dlelight. 










doesn't  like 
starting 
fires? 
Wa/r(  /r/roW 
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a lading voice. 
"What
 a 













Meeting people. Coming 









Small classes. Personal 
attention. Fully accredited 
- receive university 
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whispering as the work of 
Whitewater grand juries intensifies 
and sonic. Republicans openly pre -
t she will be indicted.
 
All this undoubtedly' weighs tin 
Mts. Clinton, but she was in 
good 
spirits during her two-day visit to 
Bolivia and
 spoke only 
briefly. of 
U.S. politics  criticizing
 










sionally to friends and aides that 
she is misunderstood.
 And while 
she  rarely talks about herself in her 
speeches, there is a staple 
line
 that 
seems to reflect Mrs. 
Clinton's 
belief that
  11 of society tinder
-
appreciates the
 complexity' of 
the 
working woman. 
'lit country after 










































those newly emerging, from the 
most dynamic free Mal
 ket 
et o.,mics to those struggling
 in 
the toe of rapid
 global change,  
wt)1111ell are still striving to define 
and attain their rightful place in 
wiser-Innen', the e« momy, the (1\11 
so(
 




























Bolle,  Calvin 
Klein,  Fendi,
 Guess, 


























w/student  ID 
and coupon 
Please  call 
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het  own role. 
At times
 she 
revels  in 
the
 tradi-





c li,ii s and
 schools
 at home 
and 
















the  tumid 










January  s 
inaugura-
tion, the





 Chelsea is 
dancing in 







 is clear 
Mrs. Clinton
 has no 
intention
 of 
retreating  from 
the 
high policy 
profile that has 
made 
her a coitstant 
source of controver-
sy
 in her husband's 









 to her recent talk of 
paying 





put time limits 
on
 benefits and 
{nun
 It  
work.  
She inevitably finds
 a way to 
make 
her  point. She closed her 
%pee(
 
Ii in Sydney with a feminist 
tilt. saying the president had won 
(-election on the strength of 
women  voters and that "issues of 
((lilt
 ern 





but affect  
men,
 too." 
lit Manila, her 
audience 






 unless women 
bet mne 
full  partners. 
"Women deserve
 to be respec t-
ed and I ompensated for the souk 
dies. do whet ever they do it," Mts. 





























































































































































































































mark  is honoring
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voted to accept a $200,000
 
state
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north of here, and 
donated
 tnue h of his %In k to 
the 









It was rapper 
Keith Murray's 
post -performance at a nightulub 
that got him into 
trouble. 
The 24-year -old Atlanta rapper was convicted 
Monday of assault tor hitting the teen-age brother 
of a promoter over the head with a bar stool. He 
laces up to five years in 
prison at sentencing in 
January. 
Murray was arguing over payment for his perfor-
mance 
at
 The Sting in 1995 when things got out of 
hand, a prosecutor said. 
"The Rhyme" is a top-selling single
 from 
Murray's 
"Enigma"  album released last week. His 
1999 debut album, "The Most
 Beautifullest Thing 
In 
This World," went gold. 
Stegner documentary 
SAN 
FRANCISCO  (Al')  Robert Redford wants 
one of his heroes  Pulitzer Prize-winning 
author 
Wallace Stegner  to 
become
 a household name. 
Redford narrates a documentary about the histo-
rian of the American West that premiered Tuesday 
at the San Francisco 
Public  Library's Wallace 
Stegner Environmental
 Center. Stegner died in 
1997 at 
age  t.14. 
It  there's anything that I can
 do that helps to 
bring this man's voice to a 
wide
 audience, then it's 
worth it,' the 59 -year
-old actor said. 
Stegner "was 
wonderful at maintaining and pre-
%mins the 
beauty of the West while 
dispelling  the 
myth, said Redford, who thinks
 Americans are too 
uninformed about their
 environmental rights and 
legacy.
 
Stegner won a 1972 Pulitzer
 for his novel "Angle 
of Repose." In his 
writings
 on the American West, 
he revealed 
that cowbovx made meager salaries 
and  
we -re regularly exploited by 
cattle  barons. 
Hunley guilty of drunk 
dnving  
SEVIERVILLE, Tenn. (Al')  Country singer 
( :on flunky is not 
at




!funky, 51, whose biggest
 hit came in 1980 with 
"What's New With Thu," was convicted of drunken -
driving Tuesday. The
 offense, his first,  requires a 
mandatory 4S -hour
 jail sentence. 
Flunky, whose given name is 
Conrad,
 had a 
blood
-alcohol
 level of 0.11 percent, just above
 the 
k -gal limit of 0.10. His lawyer said he would appeal 
on the 
grounds that the test results were on the 
'borderline."  
Polk e stopped Flunky
 last March 31 for driving 
erratically and running a stop sign after a henefit 
«me ert in Pigeon Forge, sonic 


























WHILE SUPPLIES LAST 
http://www.hugo.com 

























 tor iliSt 
`119.9i a month'. 
Al&T WorldNet
 Service makes the
 
Net





It's updated daily 
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w/St 
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Alcoa Hotel 




Valley Park Hotel 
2404 
Steve's.  Cn,k Blvd_ 
San  .1.1C 
(408) 293-5000 
I  16 Y. 1'06 Mtn ,.11 9iti, an. .okanr 
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gets  their 
own.  
01,1 
Check out Apple's 
Holiday Savings. 
Right now Apple 





 personal computer and an 
Apple"  printer. lt one of the 
best
 chances you'll ever have to take ownership of the worldS
 most innovative 
technology.
 Just think about it. You can get your 
work done faster. The stuff 
you create looks great. And you 
pocket
 $150. So rub the sleep from your eyes, 
peel yourself off the 
couch  and hit your campus computer store today. And 
leave your poor friend
 alone. 









Hours: Mon-Thurs Sam-7pm  Fri 8am-5pm  Sat 10am  3pm 
408/924-1809 
Power Macintosh'




 Now $1,760 
Power Macintosh'
 6400 .110 MOD16MB ItAM/24GB/RX  CD-ROSS/IS"
 dupLiyikeyboard 
Now 63,007 
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Barbie  on C1)-
12(
 Al is wine its well. 
Balch rill,
 





sin r is 
i 
sing
 among   and 
rompeting 
for the hottest 
Chosini.Ls  
toss 
"Parents ate la raking down 
is for 
511111e  01 %Aid 
R1.1.1.111, tql111,1
 1)1 
 I here's not lust taw 
hit 







As iii III Cabbage Pati Ii Kids 
11.1/C 
01 I '1$ 11,11/N 
,s1I  





 by the hundreds 
before 
dawn  at stores 
rumored 
to 




iii the new Arnold 
hwarzenegger movie "Jingle
 All 
the Way," they're tugging and 
brawling to get a toy alter the 
doors  
open.  
At a Best 






battery alter she slapped another 
woman  
who 
grabbed  the 
last
 
Nintendo  box on the shell. At a 
largtt store in Davenport, Iowa, a 
c
 let 
k handing an Elmo doll to a 
ustrantr saw it intercepted by 
aiiiither 1 050 tiller. 
"(1 
own
 people are 
willing
 to go 
prim far for (((((  of these dolls," 
said len 
Smith,  a mother
 
who  










nnthusinstie  , 
th Bay 
offices  
- ir-,torner service, 
up t ustorners. Some 
is preferred A clean 
ENTERPRISE has 
Graduates who 
opportunity to step 
tion For immediate 
408-467-1300 
, 
-A -CAR, America's largest rental car 
people -oriented






your  school schedule.  
sales, office administration, answering 
experience in sales, customer service 
driving record is required. 
an excellent Management Trainee 
want a career in management. It is possible 
into our Management Trainee program 






company, is looking 
(20-25 hrs/wk) in our 
DUTIES INCLUDE:
 
phones and picking 
or fast-paced 
retail 
program for College 
to use this P/T 
upon gradua-


















for busy people 
during 










Santa  Clara 
relaxation 
on the go. 



































 SAN JOSE CHRISTIAN 
COLLEGE  
790 South 12th
 Street.  San Jose 
TIME: 8:00pm in the gym 






 Ingram's band will be leading praise & worship. 
 Call 293-9058 for questions and directions. 
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couldn't find an EInto 
at New 
York's FM) Si liwarz store. "It's
 
pretty critty. " 











based on tht 
Sesame  Street t 
liat.0  - 
ter that giggles \A lien 1 /11 press its 
Minn's% It sells lea tinder
 $30. 
Tyco Toss Int . is thing the dolls 
from fat 
tories
 in China 
to the 
United States to get 
them
 heir 
faster. The company will haw 
shipped I million 
drills  between its 
July 
debut and ( brist airs ,ind still 
doesn't expet ttn me.rt elein.utd. 
"You can 
neser  plan pheni  
non," said Nell if Itql1I1111, 
heads Tyco's hese hoed division. 
Also scarce is Nintendo 64, the
-
new video 
game sVsleill that 
exploits adsatic ts in 
(hip and soltwate
 design tot rcitte
 
:l -D ,la'..
 11V  stem 
costs about 
S21it  r 










million  mat hitics




imams  in this 
tomt-
its 'lase













 if I 
.111.1 
ljhuul it 





 N.11.. a 
dad 
who  has been seals hing 
for a 
Nintendo
 sine t the
 
weekend.  




























 (mina! liallenge. But this 
year  
you  can't even find 
her
 new CE)-
ROM, which lets kids
 create their 
own fashion 
designs,  print them 
Mid 










het  ks 
th.11 gum ifileed the triss 
(.1iiistinas, but even the taint het ks 
have been sold out in 1111111. places. 
()thei
 s are 
offering  coupons to 
rectise the toys in 
1997. 
Jason Ihninells, a I 2-st5tr-old  
from Coxsackie-. N still expects 
to find a Nitittlida under his 
Chtistinas tree. "I told my morn 
that's what I want and she said 
she'd get 
it," he said. "She'll find it 
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Urine line, but












law. You wouldn't knos, it nom 
the tattoo pal-
lor%  along ( :anal Stiect in 
the displas ads in the 
Yellov. 
Pages,  but the 

























Ht.! e whet,- the nation's hist tattoo
 shop 
operaul
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bounds





 141 /old he happy if things 
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 ShOp  
III 
I i.177/ ill l A iwer Slan1Lit 
hi later seat,, the 
flowtrs  and Coney Island 
becallle i ellICIS lot tattooists. A hepatitis
 scare 
prompted the Board









ban nu ant's with concern 
over possible. health 
issues.
 ,11( 11 11.11 AMS. A bill 
under 
i 





 to be 
lit eliscd mid tattooists to maintain records on 
hents. The I 
leak
 h Department would inspect 
arid approve shops, arid an itilvisory committee 
would help oversee
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ROW.  The 
eamilled 
















 PT & FT. 
Healthy
 HS Grad with clean 
DMV. 
999W. 
San  Carlos St Si. 971-7557. 




 - Internet 











to auccort UNX 
hart/here  &software 
on workstations. Install, 
configure,  
bableshoot ealistattre & netsicrk. 
Both jobs require hands-on 
experience  with UNIX, TCP/IP, 
workstations. Familiar with HTML.
 
& PEARL. PT during school year, 









Fax: 924-3883. Call: 924-3928. 
P/TEASPLOWAMIT.ATISETIC cion. 
Reed's  Sport Shop 
926-3020 Ask for Jim. 
EARN $1000 PER WEEK AS A 
COLLEGE REPRESENTATIVE 
Our company provides On-The
-Job  
Training
 in major Radio/TV 
Stations for On-Air Positions, D./ 
News. Sports. Also Technical 
Positions in Major Recording 
Studios, Video & Alm Production 
Houses.  P/T, Nights, W/E. 
No Exp.
 Req. Call Phillip Trout 
1-800-301-2323. 
PAID  BASKETBALL OFRCIALS 
at South Valley 
Family YMCA. 
On Saturdays, 8am-3pm. 







NEED CHRISTMAS CASH? 










 12 ECE rowel
 tocatod new 
camps &le:trail. Excellent salary & 






















 hrs. $7.50.58.00/hr to 
start. 
7339446,  ask for Wendy or 
Victor..
  Must be 18+ years. 
EARN EXTRA
 S$S 
Cleaning Carpets 1 or 
2 night sAkk 
and/or weekends. We train. 
Start at $7/rr. Clean DMV required. 




Business Environment Cleaners 
1585 N. Fourth St. OM,  
THE PRINCETON REVIEW is now 
hiring bright, 
dynamic  people to 
teach SAT 
preparation
 mitoses. Part 
time. Starting pay: $14.00 hourly. 
Call after 3pm, 1 -8062 -REVIEW. 




preferred but will train. Full Or part 
time evenings. Must be reliable, 
dependable date alerted, agaraea 
able to work well with others, and 
eryoy fast paced environment. Fax 
resume to 408.277-0706 Or apply 



























 Schools is 
hiring
 






Our  13 day 
care
 centers. Units 
in ECE, Rec. 
Psych,
 







































& Pon Time. 





Mary   2981888. 
VALET
 PARKER,





















 to serve 
People.







































































































































































EARN  $11 
TO






hours  - work
 as little 
as 5 
hours  per 
week.  Take 
home $$.
 







 World Schools is 






age day care 
programs  in San 
Jose and 









These  may be 
completed  














Toddlers,  Preschool & 
School  Age. Great advancement
 & 
growth
 opportunity. Good benefits. 
Immediate  openings. 
ECE  units 
preferred.
 Call PRIMARY PLUS 
408.3700357.
 
NUTRITION  - RETAIL PT/FT 




LOOKING FOR A GMT opportu-aly 
to work for a great 
company  during 
the holiday vacation? Check out 
the 
following  opportunity at 
Hewlett-Packard! 
We need someone to assist us ri a 
short-term  software testing project 
at our Sunnyvale site during Dec. 
15, 1996 to Jan. 15, 1997.
 This will 








system based on functional
 
s p e c f i c a t i o n s .
 This is a Windows based 
application 
running  on Windows 
3.1,WIndows 95 arid Windows NT. 
Applicant should be: 
 Junior, Senior or Grad Student 















For immediate consideration for 
this opening, please send 
your  
resume to: 
Hewlett-Packard.  Attn. 
Glenn Goodson. 1266 Wier Road, 










*Senior UNIX network administrator. 
hands-on
 experience




NFS,  DNS, Sir 
Workstations. Program in 
C, C 
& Bourne Shell. troubleshoot. 










 NT Windows, 
Wrdoss 
95, 110P/P stacks, drivers, 
Pencherats.
 Trcubleshoot hardware.  
software.
 server  
sia75/hr.
 
 Both jobs PT school year, FT Ober. 
Vderfed. get resume 
loDck  Sillan, 
Engineering,




Fax:  924,3883. Call. 
9243928
 
YOU,EED A BM WM A 
RDIJR113 
We will train you































 - TEACHER, PT/FT 




play center for 2-12 year olds. 
Minimum 6 ECE 
units  required. 
Flexible day, evening & weekend 
hous. Benefid wail. Cane try or cal: 
Sarth San bee 
Near Oakridge Mall 
281-8880 






At the HUB 
510.792.9997 
WE'RE HIRING! Day and evening 
positions. Apply in person, 
24pm.  
Mon-Thur. The Old 
Spaghetti  
Factory, 51 N. San Pedro, Si.
 
SAN






 Management .Kitchen Manager, 
Kitchen 
Staff  Line Cooks, 
Administrative  
Assistant Food 






Door Staff C3shiers 
If 
you're outgoing, personable, 
enthusiastic, intelligent and fun to 
be around! 
VISIT OUR RECRUITING TABLE 
at  the Student Union, 
This.











for egg donation. Desperate 
Asian 
couples need your help to conceive. 







$3.000 stipend and manses paid. 
Clew &nettles also needed. Reese 
cal WWFC 1-510-820.9495. 
MILPITAS HUNGRY HUNTER 
Positive, self
-motivated,  
service  oriented people are 
needed  to fill positions as 
Lunch Servers, Dinner Servers, 
Hostesses, and Bussers. 
Pease 








 $10/hr in tips. 
Deaver from best Si 
restaurants. 
Flexible hours. Great for 
Studentsl 
Need own
 car. Call 998.3463 now. 
SECURITY - 
ACUFACTS,  INC. 
NO 













Call a appy n 
person,
 kron-Sun 77. 
4013286-58130. 555 D Medal Awe. 
Between San Cabs and Patimoor, 
beheld the Card ard 
Party 
Was. Si  
SALESPEOPLE NBEDED ASAP 
Hot new
 technology Acess 
Internet by TV via remote 
Make








Part-time, Flexible Hours 
Great for Students! 





John St San 
Jose 









Certain adyartisemoMs in 
Mem 
mamma nary rehr the 
reader to medic telephme 




 remises Mould be 
randsded thet Men midis{ 
Ire.. father contacts, they 




 be goods or sundae. 
In MOM" readers should 
card" 
brooMple  di limn 





Elementary school -age recreation 
program.
 P/T from 2-6pm. M -F 
during the school year, turns into 




salary.  Los 
Gatos/Saratoga Recreation Dept.
 
Call Janet at 
354-8700x23.  
WORK IN THE TRAVEL INDUSTRY 
Train 
During  Semester Break. 
Are you a Hospitality Management 
or Recreation
 maor? Do you have 
travel industry, retail sales or 
tele-
marketing 
experience?  Classic 
Custom Vacations has the perfect 
job as part of our dynamic reser-
vations staff. We are located in 
downtown San Jose & specialize 
in 
selling  customized vacations 
to 
Hawaii and
 throughout the USA. 
Classic is looking for quality sales 
specialists to 
enhance
 our fast -
paced reservation center. 
This
 




 /hr. potential 
(base salary + sales 
incentive).  
Full 
employee  benefits package. 
*Attractive travel benefits. 
Professional working environment. 
Convenient location, 10 minute
 
walk  torn 
SJSU. 
 




 communication & customer 
service skills important Must erby 8, 
thrive in a sales oriented environ-
ment. 
PC




person  or send/fax resume to: 
Classic Custom Vacations, 
1Ncrth
 Fist





POSSIBLE TYPING. Part 
Time.
 At
 Home. Toll Free 1-800.218. 
9000 ext T2236 for Listings. 
SECURITY
 
F/T & P/T, 
Will Train 
Day. 
Swing  and Grave Shifts 
Permanent & Short Term Jobs 




 TO VISIT 
Flexible 
Interesting  Fun 
& lucrative adventures. 
See how! Request your 
exclusive
 free





TRAVEL ARROW NO ROM Make 
up to 525-$45/hr. teaching basic 
conversational
 English in 
Japan  
Taiwan,
 or S. Korea. No teaching 
background
 or Asian languages
 




TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We 
sell discount subcript ions to Bay 
Area newspapers.
 Auto dialers. 
Flexible firs 9am 
9pm.  Downtown 
near 
lightrail  
4 blocks from SJSU. 
Hourly 
5$ plus bonus Media 





Sales  & Customer Service 
Part
 
Time or Full 
Time  




 this school year! 




experience  necessary 
*Complete training  
provided  
Call
 (408) 2805195 






working on Cruise 
Ships  or Land 
Tour 












1 206971 3550 ext. C60417 

















Sevces, Inc RI 
1778 Clear Lake Ave Milpitas 
(2nd
 fl.) (1.kw 680, se Urdess he 
east turn left
 
at Clear tele he I 
GREAT 10111 GREAT PEOPLE!
 
A leading telecommunications 
company located in north San 
Jose is seeking 1) customer
 
service representatives and 2) 
sales people. 
Many  positions 
open. Hours 10am-4pm or 
39pm.  
20+
 hours weekly. 
56+ hourly. 
Commissions. Must be self -
motivated. No experience ok. 





or Fax 408/441-9988. 
FOR RENT 
LARGE
 HOUSE FOR RENT 
8 Bdrm, 5 
Bath,  Parking, 
Storage,  TV Room, Study Room,
 




5 Minute walk to campus 
Newly furnished rooms 
Welloquipped 
student kitchen  





 American & International St/darts 
Call 924-6570 




 11th St. 
(Beaman  San Carlos 
& San Salvador). 
1 BR APT FOR 1 PERSON MN& 
2 persons 
$800.  Clean, quiet, 
sober 8, 
financially  responsible 
required. 
551 & 553 So. 6th St. 
William 40 408-292-1890. 






 Close In 
 Modern Building
 
 Laundry Room 




















 experienced by 
skydrvingl Tandem, Accelerated
 
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft. 
SJSU student
 owned & operated.
 





CITY  UTAH JAN. 8 -11th. 
SJSU SKI & SNOWBOARD CLUB 
$439,
 includes 
air.  5 nights full 
condo stay. 4 out 
of 5 clay lift 
pass. hot tubbing & more! 
Call
 
Mark 408/292 0955 
WANTED 
SIMPLE BASS PLAYER WA/RED 
for rock
 group. We have 












MOOR DENTAL PLAN I 
Only $57.00 per year 
She 3CM 60% 






FREE MONEY For Yow Education! 
Apply for your 
share  in millions
 of 
unclaimed  
private sector aid 
Call 
Scholarship Resource Services 
4082618676  
FINANCIAL  AID AVAILABLE! 
Millions
 of dollars 
in public and 
Private




STUDENTS ARE ELIGIBLE Stu 
dent Financial Services' progam 
will help you get 
your fair share 





 all your 
typing needs. Reports, Resumes,  
Cover Letters. 
408-441-7461. 




 the power of your 
mind  
to learn to relax,












GUITARIST  now 
accepting
 students who
 wish to 
excel in 




or Advanced. Learn 
any style: Jazz, Blues,  
Rock,  
Fusion,
 Funk, Reggae. or 
Folk. 













subject. Why suffer and 
get poor 
grades when 
help is just a call 




& writing. Tutorial also 
avail. Friendly,




 specialist.  










 tips, tools and ideas on 
how to 
improve
 your writing, 







Call for free phone consultation:
 




 HAND Nbirg Assistaroe 














* Local & Long
 Distance 
Two locations to 












proposals,  reports, 
etc For 
more
 info, please 
call
 
Dave Bolick at 
510-601-9554. 
VISA/MasterCard.
 FAX. Mall. 
VOLUNTEERS 
CITYTEAM YOUTH OUTREACH is 
looking for volunteers
 to seve as 
Bible Club leaders,  
tutors,
 big 
brothers/sisters,  camp coun 
seors and coaches. Consider Join 
ing our team by contacting Fran 
Lewis. Phone: 232 5600x5788. 
Email fleves@cityteam.org 
HEMM&BEMTY 
TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR? 


















Camelia's Electrolysis Place,  
1190 Lincoln, San Jose, 993-9093. 
MonSat./  Free Cons./ Eve appts. 
All Students 
Receive
 205. Discount 
ELECTROLYSIS
 ODIC. 
Unwanted hair removed forever. 
Specialist. Confidential. 
Your own probe or disposable. 
335 S Baywood Ave. San Jose. 
247.74116. 
MEN  & WOMEN 
PERMANENT HAIR
 REMOVAL. 
Stop shaving. waxing, tweezing 
or using chemicals Let us perm& 
nently remove your unwanted haw. 
Back Chest 
Lip  Bikini Chin 




 First appt 
1/2 price if made before
 173196 
Harr Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E. 




DAILY CLASSIRED - LOCAL RATES FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277 
Print your ad hare. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words 
LIDLJOECOODDEOCIFEILJFEIDOODOOD-OODE 
DEJECEEIDOCJEDEPTIODOODEICIDEELEEJOE 




















Slime $5I $10 



























 fifth MN, rate Inoreesee lay it per dory. 
First line 
(25 Spaces) set in bold 
for no extra charge 



























 two weekdays before publication 
II All ads are prepaid IN No refunds on cancelled ads 
 Rates
 for consecutive publications dates only 























_Autos For Sale. _Entertanment 









 student rates available 
for these classifications$5.00  for a3 line ad for 3days.
 Ads must be 
placed  in person in 
B H209, between
 10am and 2pm. Student ID required. 
**Lost & Found ads are offered fro*, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community. 
PROFESSKINAL Word Processing 




cassette  transcription. All tomtits. 






EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. 





Turabian  and other formats. 
Resumes, editing, graphics 
and other services
 available on 
either WordPerfect or Word. 
Masterson's
 Word Processing. 








Academic/Bus. Work Accepted. 
Reports  Theses  MLA/TURAB
 
Expert In APA Format 
WP5.1/6.0-Laser 
Printer -Fax 















VERY LOW RATES. 
Call Todayl 408.7213113. 
'AFFORDABLE& EXPERIDICED* 
Graduate Studies,
 Thesis, Term 
Papers, Nursing, Group Projects, 
Resunes All Formats, 
Specializing  
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/ 







247-2681,  8am-8pet 
COMPUTERS ETC, 
CLASSROOM COMPUTER CO. 
3549 Haven 
Ave.  OH 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 
Ph: (800)800.5115 





























cleans your car 
cocked New OWII 








 Cd's I 
wvny.websketch.com
 
Call now I 
406231-2212.  
III 
RAISE  YOUR GRADES III 
SJSU 4.0 GPA students
 share their 
secrets! Benefit from their 
experi-
ence! NEW
 Self -tutoring Tech-
niques! For booklet, send $4.99+ 
.99 S&H to 
SYNERGIX,  Dept SD 










1976 DATSUN 5210 New tires,
 oil 








Also  Jeeps, 
4WD's. Your Area. Toll Free 3-
800-218-9000 ext. A-2236 for 
current
 listings. 
1976 DATSUN 0210 New tires,
 oil 




















 FOR A FREE QUOTE 
Vendor





 Insurance Service 




 SJSU for 20 years 
"Great Rates 
for Good Drivers" 
"Good Rates 
















1 Memo letters 
5 Potato state 















22 Leg joints 
24 Turf 



































Summer  event 
58 
Selves  
59 Traffic sign 
61 South African 
































































3 African lily 
4 
Sunshade  
5 The -story 










10 Book cover 





21 Plant found 
on 
rocks  










liver or heart 





34 Makes bread 
35 
Regret 
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 causing no 
harm 
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. 
(AP)  Texaco's chairman 
said Wednesday
 that a boycott 
organized  by black 
leaders over 
allegations
 of discrimination 
has hurt 
some dealers but hasn't 
had a noticeable impact on 
overall sales. 
"Boycotts  can be effective. In 
this
 particular case we 
have not seen any
 material decrease in 
our sales but 
certainly where they 
are  employed those retailers are
 
suffering and I'm sorry," 
Chairman  Peter Bijur told 
securities security
 analysts at Texaco
 headquarters. 
Texaco settled a 
race  discrimination lawsuit
 last 
month,




in hack pay and future
 raises for black 
employees  and 
to set 
up
 a task force on diversity
 training and sensitiv-
ity. 
The 
settlement came II 
days
 after the disclosure 
that top executives had 
been
 caught on tape belittling 
blacks and plotting to destroy documents in the case. 




 of Texaco products and some continued the 
boycott afterward, demanding to 
see  the company's 
plan in more 
detail.  
The company reported last month that the $115 
million payout for back pay would have no  impact on 
its earnings in the fourth quarter. And Bijur told 
reporters Tuesday it was fair to say that the 
settlement  
would have little financial impact on Texaco. 
"Is it going to cost
 
us something?" he said. "Sure it 
is. The question is, is it going to impact our plan for 
growth? No, it's 














Calif.  (AP)  Animal
 control offi-
cers removed 
more  than 25 cats, 
14 dogs and three chickens from a 
home strewn with 
pet  drippings. 




protective clothing and 
oxygen masks because of a strong 
chemical odor produced by the 
droppings, took the 
pets Tuesday. 
"I don't want them to be put to 
sleep," Irwin said. "I was trying to 
get them adopted, but it costs so 
much to get them
 fixed." 
"I've lived here for 
22 years and 
that house has been a mess for 
many of 
them,"  said 69 -year-old 
neighbor Jerry 
Kessell. "They've 
got stuff packed in there and 
there's 
always
 chickens running 










Get your free class schedule at... 
Continuing Education, ADM107 
Student Union Information Center 
Admissions and Records Assessment Center 
Campus Parking Garages 
or on the World
 Wide Web at... 
http://conted.sisu.edu 
Touchtone 
































































































E * vergreen 
Valley 
College is a great 
place to start
 building a 
career, or take the one 
you've got to a whole 
new
 level. For just $13 a 
unit, you get
 an incredible 
range of courses, some
 of 
the top teachers in their 
fields, and even great 
iliqw 
parking.  Ifs all 
a 15 -
minute drive from 
San lose, in a gorgeous 
natural park -like setting. 




















you're  new to Evergreen 





between  8:15 am
-6:30  pm, 
Monday -Thursday, and
 9 am -4:20 pm on Fridays. Fill 
out your Application Packet, and
 register for classes. 











Earn  up to nine units in just three weeks 
during  the Winter Intersession January 2nd 
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Winter Intersession Ian. 2 - 22nd 
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Telecourse% Feb. 1 - May 31st 
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